INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Three-dimensional (3D) structures of macromolecules are often the starting point for achieving an in-depth understanding of protein function. Their use has a long tradition in early-phase drug design applying tools like homology modeling, molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation. Before any of these methods can be applied, the structure must be pre-processed and usually further analyzed. The preparation of a macromolecular model often includes the addition of hydrogen atoms, the identification of potential binding sites and the assembly of alternative conformations. While there have been substantial efforts of the worldwide Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@B1]) to include information on the quality of deposited structures ([@B2]--[@B5]), additional validation of the atomic position reliability can be required for highly specific and more demanding applications. Visualization approaches are generally required for the analysis and interpretation of structural data and can further assist communication tasks like the illustration of molecular interactions. Other examples for advanced structure-based applications are the assessment of binding site druggability or the analysis of protein--protein interactions (PPI).

A wide range of tools has been developed to address these issues. However, the usability of these tools is occasionally restricted by platform dependencies, installation obstacles or non-trivial user interfaces. Especially command line tools might be challenging for non-expert users. Therefore, it is desirable to circumvent these issues by providing web services offering platform-independent usage and easy-to-use interfaces. For two of our own approaches, we already provided a web server ([@B6],[@B7]). Both had their own interface fitting the specific requirements of the underlying methods. Thus, adding new functionalities or tools requires parallel refactoring or the development of a new web service. This does not only lead to a lack of interoperability but might also constitute a barrier for the users who need to familiarize themselves with different interfaces. In order to address these issues, we developed Proteins*Plus* which currently integrates the two former and four new state-of-the-art approaches. It also offers a unified, easy-to-use interface via a single web server. The integrated services cover a broad range of elementary tasks frequently occurring in structure-related life sciences.

THE Proteins*Plus* SERVER {#SEC2}
=========================

The main objective during the development of Proteins*Plus* was to create a general workflow to access and preprocess structural data for all kinds of life science research. The resulting workflow starts with the selection of a PDB ID or the upload of a custom PDB file and optionally a ligand file in SD format as input. Proteins*Plus* gives an immediate visual impression of the overall protein structure and contained ligand molecules. Afterward, the user can choose an application service of interest (see below), set additional tool configurations and start the calculation. The results will automatically be displayed after the calculation is finished. To provide the best possible user experience, Proteins*Plus* uses a caching system to store calculation results. With this system users can access results at a later time and share them with colleagues.

In order to allow for processing various kinds of structure-based tasks, a unified interface is needed that facilitates the integration of different services and meets high usability standards. The single main interface (cf. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) is divided into three panels and has a menu bar at the top to display additional target related information and to control the panels. The first panel visualizes 3D structural information with the NGL web viewer ([@B8]). Below is a control panel that allows to switch between different graphical representations, change the background color, display a molecular surface, clip the scene in z-direction and take a screenshot of the visualized data. If the given PDB file contains ligand molecules, these are additionally depicted as standard structure diagrams in the second panel and are further annotated with their PDB identifier and a unique SMILES string ([@B9]) (which is hidden per default). A click on a specific structural diagram highlights the ligand in the NGL viewer panel and also selects the ligand for the tool configuration. The third panel displays all tool related information and offers the ability to set options and trigger the calculations. After a calculation is finished, the result page will also be displayed in this panel. Depending on the applied tool, the result page contains various opportunities to manipulate the structure representation in the NGL viewer panel. This includes the visualization of calculated structural elements, the coloring of the depicted elements and the possibility to automatically focus on certain substructures. Linking the individual results with a commonly used 3D visualization supports the general understanding of different structural properties and simplifies the result interpretation.

![EDIA analysis for the crystal structure of an archaeal class I CCA-adding enzyme in complex with cytidine-5΄-triphosphate (CTP) (PDB ID: 1R89 ([@B10])). This figure demonstrates how the Proteins*Plus* web server can be used to assess the quality of a protein structure and analyze potential uncertainties in the structure. The panel on the right side shows the results from the EDIA calculation along with a short description of the quality measure. The detailed results for the EDIA~m~ (structure score) for molecular substructures are displayed. For CTP 501 A, the EDIA~m~ score is very low, indicating possible uncertainties in the structure. The binding site of this CTP molecule is shown in the left panel in the NGL web viewer, allowing a detailed visual inspection. All atoms in the structure are colored according to their individual EDIA score (as explained in the right panel). Additionally, the electron density map (*2fo-fc*) at 1 σ is displayed. It is clearly recognizable that most atoms in the cytosine moiety receive very low EDIA scores. This is consistent with the observation that around these atoms no electron density is observed at 1σ. The figure also highlights the menu bar at the top and all three panels with red rectangles, the NGL viewer with the control panel on the left, the ligand panel with structure diagrams in the middle and the tool panel with the result page of EDIA at the right.](gkx333fig1){#F1}

Currently, the Proteins*Plus* server comprises six services addressing the most important tasks at the beginning of structure analysis. The following sections introduce the main aspects of these approaches.

Protoss---hydrogen prediction {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------------

A common barrier to the application of three-dimensional structures is the incomplete representation of the respective macromolecules in many available data sources. This is primarily reasoned in shortcomings of the respective structure elucidation methods. For example, in the case of X-ray crystallography, insufficient resolution leads almost generally to the lack of hydrogen atom positions and frequently also impedes a differentiation of similar chemical elements which, in turn, increases the risk of erroneous side-chain orientations. Besides that, another common problem is the lack of additional information on bond orders and atom hybridization in many publicly distributed structural data sources. This is especially relevant for the interpretation of complexed ligands and atypical residues. However, a multitude of structure-based applications rely on a detailed representation of the considered molecules. For example, an accurate assessment of molecular interactions normally requires the knowledge of all atom positions, especially for the investigation of strongly directed interactions like hydrogen bonds. Therefore, several approaches have been developed for completing a structural model by missing elements such as hydrogen atoms and bond types and additionally improving unlikely side-chain orientations. ([@B11]--[@B20])

The Proteins*Plus* server allows to tackle these tasks by applying our hydrogen prediction software Protoss ([@B21],[@B22]). Starting with a macromolecular structure, Protoss first identifies unknown bond types on the basis of atom distance analysis. Following this, possible alternative states of polar moieties are detected and mutual energetic influences of these states are analyzed resulting in an interaction network. Finally, Protoss selects an optimal state for each group on the basis of a network optimization algorithm. The selected states eventually define the presence and position of polar hydrogen atoms as well as the orientation of ambiguous side chains. It is noteworthy that Protoss is able to consider alternative states of arbitrary chemical moieties (cf. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for an example), while the vast majority of competitive tools focuses on the treatment of groups occurring in proteinogenic amino acids. Our large scale evaluation studies demonstrated that Protoss, in comparison to alternative approaches, benefits from this more elaborate modeling of chemical variability in terms of improved optimization capabilities for molecular interaction networks of protein--ligand interfaces. In the Proteins*Plus* web interface, the completed structures are visualized in the NGL viewer panel and provided for download in PDB format. Processed ligand molecules and atypical residues can additionally be downloaded in SD format. Due to its low computation times, the results of a Protoss calculation can mostly be provided within a few seconds.

![PoseView interaction diagram of dopa decarboxylase in complex with the inhibitor carbidopa (PDB ID: 1JS3 ([@B23])). The automatically generated depiction clearly illustrates the molecular interactions described in the primary publication, e.g. the 'salt bridge between the carboxylate group of ASP 271 and the protonated pyridine nitrogen' ([@B23]). The PoseView interaction analysis is based on hydrogen orientations and protonation states calculated with Protoss ([@B22]).](gkx333fig2){#F2}

PoseView---2D interaction diagrams {#SEC2-2}
----------------------------------

The increasing amount of protein--ligand complex structures---both from experimental sources and computational predictions---makes the availability of efficient visual inspection tools mandatory. The classic approach of inspecting such structure collections is looking at each of them in a 3D representation. This requires the user to rotate and translate the view until all features are visible. It can neither be used for the comparative visualization of many complexes nor for print and share. In text books and scientific publications, 2D representations which illustrate the key interactions between protein and ligand are frequently applied in this case. Various tools exist to condense the information about participating amino acids and relevant interactions into a 2D structure diagram. MOE ([@B24]) and LeView ([@B25]) create diagrams that depict the ligand in atomic detail while residues of the pocket are shown as circles. LigPlot+ ([@B26]) and PoseView ([@B27]) show all interacting structural elements in atomic detail. Unlike LigPlot+, which generates 2D coordinates by flattening out the input 3D structure, PoseView generates structure diagrams from scratch focussing only on the best layout. Thus, it is able to draw about 80% of the Ligand Expo PDB subset without overlaps ([@B28]). Furthermore, PoseView aims at depicting all structure diagrams following the IUPAC drawing conventions. It is also integrated into the RCSB PDB website itself. An example of a PoseView diagram is given in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

The Proteins*Plus* server facilitates to create PoseView interaction diagrams for ligands from PDB structures or additionally provided custom molecules in a fully automated fashion. Before identifying the involved amino acids, Protoss (see preceding section) is used for pre-processing the active site to define the protonation as well as tautomeric form of the protein and ligand. The resulting interaction diagram can be viewed directly in the browser and can be downloaded in various file formats (PDF, SVG and PNG).

EDIA---structural quality elucidation {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------------

Like any other experimental technique, structure elucidation has its limitations related to resolution and precision. Therefore, the examination of structural uncertainty is an advisable initial step for all applications based on macromolecular models. For structures determined with X-ray crystallography, a number of measures exist that objectively quantify the electron density fit, e.g. the real-space correlation coefficient ([@B29]) or the real-space difference density Z-score ([@B30]). Recently, we developed the electron density score for individual atoms (EDIA) ([@B31]) as a measure for estimating how well each atom position in a certain structure is supported by the experimental electron density. For all life scientists basing their research on individual structural features of a protein or a nucleic acid, it is essential to know this degree of experimental support for each atom, functional group or ligand molecule.

Based on a *2fo-fc* map, EDIA applies a grid-based approach to analyze the electron density distribution in a sphere around a certain atom considering both, density shape and intensity. It avoids the use of annotated B-factors by using a statistically determined resolution dependent B-factor. Therefore, EDIA overcomes known weaknesses of existing approaches like strong shape dependency ([@B4]) and tolerating overly flexible atoms that cause weak, stretched out electron density. The EDIA formula can be decomposed to allow an automatic analysis explaining the reasons for a low EDIA score. Furthermore, EDIA scores can be combined using the power mean to score molecular fragments (EDIA~m~) and thus facilitate the identification of well resolved substructures. EDIA~m~ is also a very valuable addition to calculating RMSD values for investigation of re-docking capability, since the EDIA~m~ truthfully reports the displacement from the experimental data while the RMSD reports the displacement from the interpreted coordinates.

Within Proteins*Plus*, EDIA and EDIA~m~ scores are presented in an interactive table and the structure in the NGL viewer panel is recolored based on the EDIA coloring scheme. This allows an instantaneous differentiation of well resolved (blue) and weakly supported (red) substructures (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, the electron density can be displayed at a level of 1σ. Additionally, the result tables and the 3D visualization contain mutual links that allow to focus on a certain substructures in the NGL viewer panel by selecting an element from the result tables or filtering the entries of the result tables by clicking a certain residue in the viewer area. The download package consists of all EDIA and EDIA~m~ scores in combination with the structure in a PDB file containing EDIA values in the B-factor column and the error analysis in the occupancy column. All EDIA scores of an average-sized structure can be computed in ∼4 min.

SIENA---structure ensemble assembly {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------

When working with experimental structures of macromolecules, another highly relevant limitation is the inherent incapability of a single structure to properly represent the molecule\'s flexibility or other variations like its mutation sensitivity. As a straightforward approach to circumvent this drawback, multiple structures of the same target can be employed, often even without major adaption of the applied tools. Ideally, such ensembles can also be compiled from experimental data. While this remains difficult for nucleic acids, for which so far only a limited amount of refined structures exist, for many proteins there is already a sufficient number of structural alternatives available. The required ensemble generation process involves the challenge of selecting an appropriate set of structures. This includes the differentiation of desired and undesired variations as well as the identification of structural artefacts and inconsistencies in data annotation. Furthermore, typical preprocessing steps like a residue-wise alignment, superposition and hydrogen prediction (cf. Protoss) can support the direct applicability of the ensemble. In order to support all these tasks, we have developed an adaptive ensemble assembly approach called SIENA ([@B32]) that allows a case-specific generation and preprocessing of structure ensembles. Due to the high relevance of molecular interactions for protein functions, SIENA has a specific focus on the treatment of user-defined substructures like protein binding sites. SIENA achieves a quick access to alternative structures by a combination of an indexed database and an alignment technique ([@B33]) that is specifically geared to the processing of alternative binding site conformations. Additionally, it provides a set of various filters that allow a use-case specific adaption of the ensemble compilation. Among others, this includes functionalities for the assertion of structural consistency and an interaction-driven approach for ensemble reduction leading to a small but diverse set of representative structures. Various evaluation experiments highlight that SIENA allows for accurate and efficient ensemble preprocessing for sequence identities over than 70%.

Within the Proteins*Plus* server, SIENA can be triggered with a user-defined binding site query in combination with various filtering conditions to eliminate unwanted structures. Typical application scenarios like flexibility analysis, virtual screening and ligand pose comparison are supported by a one-click selection opportunity of predefined parameterization settings. The superimposed structures of the resulting binding site ensembles, which are usually provided within a few seconds, can be visualized in the NGL visualization area individually. Furthermore, the Proteins*Plus* server allows to download the generated ensemble in form of an archive file that contains all superimposed structures, a sequence alignment of the binding site residues and a statistical overview of certain ensemble measures like binding site RMSD or the number of mutated amino acids.

DoGSiteScorer---binding site detection {#SEC2-5}
--------------------------------------

Target assessment is one of the major challenges in early drug discovery. Besides aspects such as medical rationale and commercial attractiveness, knowledge about the ability of a target to bind a drug like molecule, i.e. called druggability, is of utmost importance ([@B35]). The binding site of a protein is the key to its function. Given a protein structure, the first step is, thus, the identification of potential cavities and a precise description of them. If a ligand-bound structure is available, this ligand defines the binding site. Nevertheless, additional allosteric or novel sites in ligand-free structures are of interest in prospective analyzes. In such cases, automatic methods to predict and rank cavities are investigated, e.g. FPocket ([@B36]), SiteMap ([@B37]) or DoGSiteScorer ([@B38]). Binding site detection methods rely solely on the 3D structure of the protein and use geometric and/or energetic information to detect cavities. Furthermore, these methods are able to estimate the druggable potential of a pocket using linear combinations ([@B37]), exponential functions ([@B36]) or machine learning models ([@B38]) derived from selected pocket descriptors, such as volume, enclosure or hydrophobicity.

DoGSiteScorer, is a grid-based pocket detection ([@B39]) and druggability prediction ([@B38]) method. The (sub)pocket detection step ([@B39]) has been evaluated on several benchmark dataset (Weisel dataset ([@B40]), PDBbind ([@B41]), sc-PDB ([@B42])) and showed superior results. For druggability prediction ([@B38]), DoGSiteScorer uses a small set of physico-chemical and geometric descriptors combined with a support vector machine (SVM) trained and evaluated on the freely available druggability dataset (DD) ([@B43]). Validation on the complete DD yielded 88% correct predictions. DoGSiteScorer has been applied in several studies (\>180 citations of references ([@B7],[@B38],[@B39])) and was listed within the selected online resources supporting drug discovery in 2013 ([@B44]).

DoGSiteScorer is part of the Proteins*Plus* server and can be used to detect binding sites on a target of interest (see Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). It discloses information about the properties of the detected pockets as well as their druggability. This knowledge can be used to prioritize targets for drug discovery or structures/binding sites for docking; or to compare pockets. As input, only a protein structure is required (PDB format or PDB ID). After pocket calculation, a sortable table appears that lists all pockets, together with the values for pocket surface, volume and druggability score. Additional descriptors can be displayed upon request. Per default, the largest pocket is shown in mesh representation in the NGL visualization (color corresponds to the table). Additional pockets can interactively be en-/disabled. All data, the pocket volumes (CCP4 format), the pocket residues (PDB format) as well as the full descriptor table (text format), is available for download.

![Predicted pockets using DoGSiteScorer for Hexokinase IV in complex with α-D-glucose only (PDB ID: 3QIC ([@B34])). An ensemble was generated with SIENA using 3QIC as query structure and α-D-glucose as reference ligand. The figure includes all ligand molecules from this ensemble with more than six heavy atoms and within a distance of 5 Å from any protein atom in the 3QIC structure. As indicated by the superposition of ligands and DoGSiteScorer pocket predictions, the two best-ranked pockets correspond very well to the allosteric binding site (green) and the substrate binding site (yellow). Interestingly, the allosteric binding site is identified as the most druggable pocket (Drug-Score calculated by DoGSiteScorer: 0.81), which is in good agreement with the distribution of activating ligands found by SIENA. The ATP binding site, which is relatively solvent exposed, is not detected as one pocket but still well covered when considering the union of the two neighboring pockets depicted in yellow and blue.](gkx333fig3){#F3}

HyPPI---protein--protein interactions classification {#SEC2-6}
----------------------------------------------------

PPIs play key roles in biological regulatory pathways. Therefore, they are of central importance for the understanding of biological processes. Furthermore, they are of special interest for the development of small molecule modulators and lately received more attention in drug discovery ([@B45]--[@B47]). The PDB contains a substantial amount of structural data related to protein--protein complexes. However, the asymmetric unit (the smallest structure that cannot be recreated using symmetry operations) deposited in the PDB file is not necessarily composed of a biological-relevant protein--protein complex. The protein--protein complex might only be due to crystallization conditions (crystal artefact) or the biological-relevant complex must be generated by applying symmetry operations first. Since experimental methods for the determination of the oligomeric state of a complex are costly and time-consuming, it is of interest to develop an automated discrimination of biological complexes (permanent or transient) and crystal artefacts. Diverse methods exist which try to predict PPIs based on the computation of free energies or classification models based on physico-chemical and geometrical descriptors, e.g. PQS ([@B48]), NOXclass ([@B49]), EPIC ([@B50]), PISA ([@B51]), DiMoVo ([@B52]), CRK ([@B53]), OringPV ([@B54]), IPAC ([@B55]) or IChemPIC ([@B56]). Most of those methods achieve high accuracies of 85--97%. However, they use a large amount of descriptors to discriminate those complexes (22--213 descriptors).

The prediction tool HyPPI underlying Proteins*Plus* discriminates biological complexes and crystal artefacts. The most promising descriptors we found to characterize the different PPIs are the hydrophobic binding energy and the proportion of the interface ratios (IFquotient). The hydrophobic binding energy is calculated according to the desolvation term of the HYDE scoring function ([@B57]). The IFquotient measures the proportion of the subunits' relative interface area with respect to the molecular surface of the unbound subunit. Thus, it represents the symmetry of the PPI. Using only these two descriptors for the discrimination of biological complexes and crystal artefacts, we achieve a state-of-the-art accuracy of 92.5% on our training set of 254 complexes ([@B49]) and 77.9% on an independent test set (152 complexes from different sources ([@B58]--[@B62])) which is comparable to the performance of the aforementioned tools. Within the Proteins*Plus* server, the discrimination of a PPI can be triggered with HyPPI by selecting the respective subunits. As a result, the probability for each class---biological (permanent or transient) versus crystal artefact---is given. This way, the user directly gets an indication of the reliability of the classification.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK {#SEC3}
===================

Proteins*Plus* presents a unified interface for various structure-based modeling tools. It makes the installation of large modeling software packages for an initial inspection of protein structural data dispensable. Therefore, the server is of special interest to life scientists with an occasional need to work with protein structures. The integrated NGL web viewer gives a first impression of the input structure and the calculated results. Thanks to the caching system, users can also share the results or check them later without any further calculation. With currently six tools, the unified easy-to-use interface and the generalized workflow, the Proteins*Plus* web server is a valuable resource for structure-based life science research. For the future, we plan to extend its functionality by additional modeling techniques and further improve its usability, e.g. by predefined use case parameterizations and by a pipeline functionality which allows to use previously calculated results as input for other integrated tools.
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